
but urw cwrwrirwljwu bl 111wsljbrwqrwljwu hwsljmpJmuubr[!: UwljwJu brp Libut LflnramLi but WJU hwuljwuwL 

nr111bu LbnuwrrinJti wuauwLtnrmpJWU, LjwLi tisWLWl.Jwu pwrar '-1.brwouuriti twriwtwljrpmpJWU, LjwLi tL JnLrwhwsmlj 
Ljrnuwljwu LtbrwpbrLimutti Liwutiu 44wJnri Liti Lflwuswpmrip, w111w Libut qnr6 mubut wrLtbusti WJl'l qnroti hbs 

nr111bu Liti WJL pwuti wtuswutic, nru tirbu rirub lnrm Li t WJL wtuswuticubrti pwqLiwpti4 swrwsbuw ljubrti Liti2ngn4: 
UJU «tunrhrriwucwljwu » wrctbtubr[! pwqLitJgu wuowunp bu unLJutJulj tJrbu uljwrztiu bl Ljw rnri bu UmJutJulj 

cbcswljtJnrbu swrpbr4bL WJU pwutJg, nr uw qtJswljgnrbu aqsbL t wrswhwJSbL (205, 56-57): 
'flwsljbrwqrmpJnLU[! wrLtbusti 111wsLimpJWU WJU puwqwLtwnu t r, nr mumLiuwutirmLi tr wrLtbusti qnr6brti twljwu 

bl nz Oblwljwu pUnLJP[! nrncnri tunrhrriwuticubrti ucwuwljmpjnLU[!: Ujuor nrnc Liwuuwqbsubr WJf'l qtJsmpJnLUU 

tJufUtJu wrLtbuswpwumpJWU WUQW O, 111WSLiwljwu LflnLL bu hwLiwrmLi: t'>zblt, nrblt «WtuswutJc» pwgwhWjSbLtJU, 

wrLtbusti qnroti tJLiwusu m niwsLiwljwu LjnusbfusmLi qpwribgrw6 sbriQ hwuljwuwlm hwLiwr Libut Ljwrnri but 
oqswqnr6bL gwuljwgw6 niwsLiwljwu, hnqbpwuwljwu LjwLi tuuwriw swljwu Libpnri: 1::;4 bpb Libut hwLinq4w6 but, 

nr LicwljmJp[! Liti2unrrimpJwu Liti abl t. nrnLt Liwrriti4 uwtuu wriwqwu ctwJriw111wsljbrubrtJg Litiuzbl WJuorLtw 

tctwuwqtiu LiwLimLti Lmuwuljwrubr[! wqriwucwuubr bu LflntuwugmLi, wniw Libut tirwLtwum but niuribLm. nr 
niwsljbrubr[! LitiwJu [!ul.JwLLiwu qrwugmLiubr LjwLi wctuwrhti 111ws6buubr zbu: '1rwut hwuwrwljnrbu nrncLtwo 

ucwuubr bu: ~rw11w ltwdn1wli 

ubr/jw;wglf nrz sbfuso hwulf wa t L;mpuwuw;fl!Uf m/bUflwl hwilw1uwrwDm110.S.I qrwDs/1 oqDmp;wilp hbrzfluw/j/1 
ITJWCSITJWuwa ilwqf1usrnuf1 wusf115wu hw;gb1m wsbUwjunump;muftg 

Human vision is itself an artifact, produced by other artifacts, 

namely pictures. 

Marx W Wartofsky, Picturing and Representing 

Historical Varieties of Visual Experience 

Introduction I An object reflects a pattern of light, which enters the eye through the pupil. Gathered by 
the lens, the light is shed on the retina. Over 120 million rods then take in data on about 500 levels of bright
ness, meanwhile some seven million cones receive information that can encompass around one million com
binations of color. The optic nerve with its 800,000 fibers transfers the brightness and color information to the 
brain. 

And here, at this point, the human equipment for visual perception differs from one man to the next. As Michael 
Baxandall (1988: 29) notes, 

The brain must interpret the raw data about light and color ... with innate skills and those developed out 
of experience. It tries out relevant items from its stock of patterns, categories, habits of inference and 
analogy - 'round', 'gray', 'smooth', 'pebble' wou ld be verbalized examples - and these lend the fantas
tically complex ocular data a structure and therefore a meaning ... But each of us has had different 
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experience, and so each of us has slightly different knowledge and ski lls of interpretation. Everyone, in 
fact, processes the data from the eye with different equipment. 

Furthermore, we know that there is no image in itself. Its properties vary in accordance with evolution of 

technology and social belief systems. 

Our perception of reality and its representation in art are constantly reflecting each other. This is an interactive 
development that has generated many changes and even crucial shifts in history of culture. 

The varieties of visual experience have always been, and still are, accompanied with philosophical doctrines 
concerning the phenomenon of perception. However they could not succeed in reducing the pure nature of 
visual experience to a single formula. Time after time different conceptions of human nature, along with new 
ways and means of representation, were breaking into conventional views and legitimate stereotypes of per
ception, leaving their imprints in languages, and developing our comprehension of reality. 

Within this historical chain, we can distinguish a certain period by the conceptions of human nature that under
lie it and by its specific means of expression of human condition. For example, Regis Debray (1995: 532) 
argues that 

To be limited to inflecting the time of art into "ancient, " "medieval," "classical, " "modern," and "contem
porary" in imitation of convenient scholarly divisions does not seem particularly rigorous. The history of 
eye does not coincide with institutional, economic, or military history. It has a claim ... to its own, more 
radical temporality. 

Claiming this, Debray maintains his three 'mediaspheres'. The logosphere he corresponds to 'the era of idols 
in the broadest sense (from the Greek eidolon, image)'. It spans from the invention of writing to that of printing. 
By the term graphosphere he designates the era of art, that extends from the time of the printing press to that 
of color television and video. And his videosphere stands for the era of the visual we are living in. 

Each of these eras delineates an environment of life and thought with strong internal connections, as 
ecosystem of vision and thus a certain horizon of visual expectation (which does not expect the same 
thing from a Pantocrator, a self-portrait, and a short video spot) . 

However, these historical periods are not clearly outlined: they are superimposed and intertwined with one 
another . 

.. . rather than as clear breaks, their borders ought to be conceptualized in the old way, as they were 
before the existence of nation-states: buffer zones, fringe areas of contact, broad chronological stages 
that yesterday embraced centuries and today only decades. Just as the innovation of printing did not 
erase from our culture medieval proverbs and common dicta, those mnemonic devises proper to oral 
societies, television does not prevent us from going to the Louvre (quite the contrary) ... It is worth 
repeating that nothing occurs after the censure that could not already be found before it. If this were not 
the case, developments of either side could not be linked together, each germinating within its prede
cessor. Yet not at the same place or with the same intensity. (ibid.) 

And almost every next era begins with the destruction of the existing cultural stereotypes. New, just in a sense, 
conceptions challenge our point of view, settings and ways of both seeing things and seeing ourselves seeing. 
Be they may not historically new at all - no matter, once they are introduced, we know that things have changed. 

The intermittent process of change shifts everything on its way. Time and again it questions our methods of 
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cognition and ability to perceive, or changes the hierarchy of senses, drawing the sight in second or even third 
place behind hearing and touch ... 

* 
Among the analytical procedures, chronology is the most basic and widely applied one. Also in cultural stud
ies, when we talk about the politics of culture, periodicity becomes necessary. As Raymond Williams notes, 

The new sociology of culture can be seen as the convergence, and at a cer:tain point the transformation, 
of two clear tendencies: one within general social thought and then specifically sociology; the other 
one within cultural history and analysis. ( Hardt 1992) 

Here I will be concerned with chronology. I will try to follow the historical pace of visual experience from 
"ancient" through "medieval '', and "classical", up tO\ "modern" and "contemporary". I believe, however, that 
the generalizing title I have chosen, which can evoke a broad range of associations, such us the Stone Age, 
reflects some holistic contemplation as well. 

Varieties of Visual Experience Before The Age Of Media The Greeks 
In the beginning was light. And the desire to see things clear in their essence was reflected in the old Hellenic 
culture that has threaded its way through centuries. 

Here is how Erich Auerbach (1953) describes lucidity as the main characteristic of the culture: 

Clearly outlined, brightly and uniformly illuminated, men and things stand out in a realm where every
thing is visible; and not less clear - wholly expressed, orderly even in their ardor - are the feelings and 
thoughts of the persons involved. (2) 

Seeing implied and was implied by knowing. The Greek ocularcentrism - the core of their study of cognition -
can be expressed by the Plato's definition of intellect as 'the eye of the mind '. Such words as 'idea' and 
'theory' derive from the Greek verbs meaning 'to see' and 'to look at attentively, to behold'. Plato also argued 
that the eye is able to perceive the light rays because it shares a like quality with the source of light, the sun 
(Phaedo). Early Greek philosophers believed that the eye not only received, but also transmitted light rays (the 
theory of extramission). Empedocles and Democritus seem to have had concepts of that kind (Theophrasus, 
De Sensu). They claimed that perception involves some sort of physical emission that is coming from the eye 
to meet the stream of particles coming from an object. 

Appealing to Jean-Paul Vernant's idea that the use of images was, tor the Greeks, a central point in their 
religious practice, Alain Schnapp (1994) claims that tor them, 'a world without images was inconceivable and 
even more unthinkable' (41). 

Cult in tact requires the faculty of representing the divinity, and Barbarian art, according to Dio, is 
characterized by 'insufficiency' and 'paucity'. This insufficiency is not only technical, it is an inability 'to 
see correctly or to imagine the gods' (Philostratus, Life of Appolonius VI. 19). 

In his analysis of Hellenic vision, Martin Jay (1994: 33) asserts, 'Even when the Greeks discussed verbal 
phenomena like metaphors, they tended to reduce them to transparent figures, likenesses that were mimetic 
resemblances, not the interplay of sameness and difference.' Consequently, he cites Aristotle (Poetics) , 'To 
produce a good metaphor is to see a likeness'. 
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Aristotle also supported and gave the eventual shape to the theory of the 'visible species' that were allegedly 
transferred from the object to the eye. He argued that what comes into sense embodied in the image, is that the 
form of the perceived object without its matter (De Anima, book II, ch. 6-12; 111/4). The question was, how the 
form, as an intentional entity, is abstracted in the mind from the physically transmitted image. 

Let's look at an amphora. What we feel when our sight is chaotically scanning its shape as if searching for a 
flaw? (That indiscernible motion of the pupils is not actually chaotic, though. Definitely,-it is conformable to and 
strictly determined by the form (object's shape), cyid here is harmonic enough to bring visual pleasure). 

When we encounter a 'flaw' , it can be perceived as a property of the real thing in contrast to our imaginary ideal 
one, and the sense of authenticity can color the process of perception. Morebver, we can take as a flaw 
something we are unaware of, or we do not quite understand about the object. This unknown property of the 
image - the flaw qua something new - when it traps our attention , may cause a kind of the aforesaid interrup
tion in this particular case. Then it generates curiosity, demands complementary data knowledge, and can 
even change our attitude and the status of observation. 

Erwin Panofski (1970) in his Meaning in the Visual Arts maintains that whenever we are experiencing the static 
form aesthetically, or investigating it 'archaeologically', it is obvious that, to apprehend its meaning, we are 
reproducing it. In, quite literally, 'realizing ' the intention of the creator, we are mentally reenacting the creative 
process. And in this recreative experience we depend not only on our psychophysical (natural sensitivity) but 
also on the cultural equipment (conceptualization). 

Now I shall confess that the conceptualization practice is the most important part of my concern. All the pre
sented approaches to the old Greek culture were attempts to describe its representational equipment. They 
assumed, that any object of art communicates a certain place for the viewer and a certain mode of perception. 
However, during my presentation in this chapter, I anticipated gradually evolving questions of the relevance of 
those approaches both to their subject matter and to our perception: to what extent do they reflect the Hellenic 
creative practices and cultural equipment, or do we really perceive works of art according to theories? 

Now, I guess, it is necessary to return and come in terms with the viewer's option. In the first part of the present 
text, I introduced a model within the framework of the 'process' study of communication. Then I pointed out that 
a certain inconsistency of the 'process' approach required a transfer of my quest. Thus the argument shifted 
towards the 'semeiotic' school. The reason was to focus on the experience that guides the viewer in his choice 
of the place in the communication channel, which, in the case of my model, was an elementary network unit. 
This subjective experience is procured by a process of discourse exchange, which is stirring on the "metalevel" 
of communication: the viewers defend their subcultural identity against the ' ideological forces of homogeniza
tion ' (Fiske 1995). 

An object of art provides a place for the viewer. This place and the mode of perception are embedded in the 
very representational equipment. In the process of reproduction of the cultural equipment, a master shares 
institutionalized knowledge of his craft with his apprentice. Also he passes on his personal experience - that 
"know how" to represent. The apprentice takes it all as the institutional knowledge of its art and adds his own 
experience. By the time he becomes an artist, he will be able to reproduce the ideological apparatus of their 
school, and this apparatus is permanently in charge of the process of cultural reproduction in his society. 
Meanwhile our discourse of conceptualizing the past (even this "master - apprentice" story of mine) comes 
from our scholastic background that belongs to the process of our own cultural reproduction. This way our 
ideology bears a witness to cultures of the past. 
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Christianity I In the beginning was the Word. When the sight became bad (there was not only the 
petrifying gaze of Medusa, but also the lethal look of Orpheus); when the wings of Daedalus were not able to 
hold Icarus's desire to see the sun. Then the idea of ineluctable relativity came. Steady and comprehensible 
universe showed its dichotomy to the flying man. One part of it swayed and silently began to turn. Icarus was 
there, beyond the Prohibition, far beyond the Symbolic ... and he saw that. 

Then with a new religion came the next coil of the historical helix. According to Matthew Arnold (1993), aware
ness of sin was the main feature of Hebraism: 

There is of culture another view, in which not solely the scientific passion, the sheer desire to see things 
as they are, natural and proper in an intelligent being, appears as the ground of it. ... the desire for 
removing human error, clearing human confusion, and diminishing human misery, the noble aspiration 
to leave the world better and happier than when we found it, - motives eminently such as are called 
social, - come in as part of the grounds of culture, and the main and pre-eminent part. (59) 

Dynamic Becoming succeeded static Being. However, Debray (1995) argues, that 

it is a lengthy journey during which the appearance of organized Christianity creates no radical disrup
tion .. . The new faith weds the visual schemes of antiquity and blends into them (as it does with its 
political structures of authority) whi le at the same time scorning them in theory. In its workmanship and 
symbols the paleo-Christian image is neopagan, indeed, archeo-Roman. (534) 

Nevertheless, in many countries there was a dramatic transition. For instance, only one Hellenic temple sur
vived in the Eastern Armenia. The new tenets came into a conflict with the old worldview, undertook the control 
over, and established their canonical ways and conditions of representation. Imperative of Authority declared 
awareness, consciousness of sin, rejection of Enlightenment and instituted taboo on speculation, theatricality, 
and visual presence. 

In his analysis of Hebraic ethics of unrepresentability, Jay (1994) refers to Emmanuel Levinas. 'The world that is 
here prolongs a dimension that cannot be converted into vision' (556) . It presumes that refusing to turn the 
Other into an object of visual knowledge or aesthetic contemplation means keeping the eyes shut. 'In Hebraic 
ethics representation is forbidden, the eye closes, the ear opens to the father's word. The image figure is 
rejected because of its fu lfi llment of desire and delusion; its function of truth is denied ... one does not specu
late, one does not anthologize, as Emmanuel Levinas would say'. As Ronald Barthes asserts, as a result, 'In the 
Middle Ages, historians tell us, the most refined sense, the perceptive sense par excellence, the one that 
established the richest contact with the world was hearing: sight came in only third, after touch. Then we have 
a reversal: the eye becomes the prime organ of perception (Baroque, the art of thing seen attests to it)' (Jay 
1994: 35). 

There was a conceptual difference between Hebraism and Christianity, though. The Christian faith in the corpo
real incarnation of the divine in human form could easily call the Mosaic taboo against graven images into 
question. Moreover, the same source, which posed the Word at the Beginning, the Gospel of Saint John, had 
said that "God is Light". Even so, the inferior state of the sight among the other senses spanned a whole epoch 
from the sunset of Hellenism to the ocularphobic Middle Ages. 

* 

When the transcendental language of the Holy Writ suppressed the formerly 'sovereign power of the empirical 
gaze' (Foucault 1973: xiii), the liturgical performance assumed the role of the theatre and the fine arts went into 
dim monastery cells. 
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In his Creative Explosion (1982), John Pfeiffer proposes, 

Ideally one should spend an hour or two in complete darkness before looking at the paintings. Modern 
eyes are not accustomed to viewing things with just a little bit of light, so you must first prepare yourself 
and get in the mood for what you are about to see. Then you can light your lamp, preferably the sort 0~ 
lamp the artists used ... After you light your lamp, it takes a while for the experience to built up ... (113_ 

114) 

I really do not know whether the dusky light of an oil lamp can be of help in revealing to us the thoughts of the 
medieval painter and his attitude towards the world' . Pertaining to t~.e mode of perception, there are many 
culturally shaped, but illusory, prescriptions for understanding a specific cultural equipment. Anyway. 

Painte~s in the Middle Ages were, in the main, either muralists o.r miniaturists and manuscript rewriters. During 
centuries they had been creating the canonical frescos, or copying the sacred texts and making illustrations to 
t~em - the same themes, over and over again. This way of perfecti~n ha~ even~ually brought in the concep
tions of non finito and perspective. And if non finito, as 'inconvertible d1mens1on of life', was in complete 
accordance with the institutionalized antispecular doctrine, the perspectival vision turned to be exactly the 

other side of the shield . 

Unlike frescos that are intended for public observation, manuscript paintings are hidden between the parch
ment pages and destined for a personal, more intimate contemplation. When we open a manuscript, the sense 
of possession in a way reduces the viewer's distance inherent to visual pe.r~eptio~. This subjective factor along 
with generally small format of picture makes up the conditionality of the miniature image and its specific means 

of expression. 

Thoros Roslin was one of the best Cilician painters. He lived in Romkl.ay in .the thirteenth century. Working 
within the framework of the scholastic tradition, he, however, was always in a willful aesthetic and philosophical 
quest. His invincible imagination has organically melted bizarre Byzantine, Indian, Chinese elements in the 

strong streams of canonical, almost ritualized, marginal ornaments. He came to realize the power of the three
dimensional technique of painting half a century before Giotto di Bondone and Paolo Uccello. 

Generally, Cilician miniatures are remarkable for their profound theatricality and vivid colors. Indeed, each 

school of manuscript painting during its development has precisely de.clared its chromatic predilection. That 

was not a mere aesthetic or idiosyncratic matter, for colors were the fruits of technology. 

Be that as it may, at times a tint can be one of the main signifiers of Aoslin's images. Thus, the mysterious depth 

of the sky blue background of the Ascension (The Zeitoun Four Gospels) , as a unique, 'pure' color of the spring 

dawn, autonomously from the text, refers to the ascent of Christianity. His succession of the blue shades in the 

tonal perspective of the firmament has become a symbol for spiritual passageway. This motif has been taken 

up and handed down by the descendants of the school. 

Roslin uses the elements of linear and tonal perspective representation not so often and only for inanimate 

objects, interior, landscape, and so on. Crowd and apostles are depicted in correspondingly different sizes, 

despite their location on the plain of picture. Formally, in this genr~, t~e structuring by size is one of the 

important means that reflects and carries out the quintessence of social hierarchy in the medieval Kingdom of 

Cilicia. However, prudently refusing to implement the method on figures of people and saints, Roslin justifies 
. .... 

* There is a difference between the assumption that, wearing the outfit of an ancient warrior, _w~ can feel the spirit of the 
past times and the presupposition that by trying on a female garments a man can sense what is it to be a woman, isn't it? 
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the abstraction by the concept of selectivity of vision. Here we can see another essence: the master has his 
own stance towards the ideology. He is inside, developing the canon. In a typically Armenian way he distorts 
the space of his pictures, he turns it out, accordingly to the 'inverted' perspective of the evangelical narration. 
Thereby, allusion to the extrinsic clarity leads us deeper through the visual counterpoint. And before closing 
the manuscript, we are given the insight into the realm of faith and responsibility, love and eschatological dread 
of the thirteenth-century men. We see the sacred mise-en-sce' nes at a standstill of non finito which cannot 
cease the whirlwind of dramatic action. 

Rationalism and empiricism I Camera obscura produced images without human creative intervention: 
reality seemed to be tamed simply through the hole on the wall. In other words, these images were not handmade 
simulacra. They were different, and the perspective in there was different. The projection presented an abstract 
or ideal view, although without any direction in depth inherent to binocular vision, nevertheless open and 
objective, not more nor less than neutral to the likewise impartial monocular sight. 

There were many theories that tried to draw a correspondence between the monocentric perspectivalism and 
the emerging system of capitalism or to the power of the absolute monarch. However, first of all, the perspectival 
vantage point was, so to say, viewer friendly, for anyone could occupy it. 

Descartes was one of the first philosophers to adopt that kind of perspectivalism. His philosophy was visual by 
its true nature. 'In the Cartesian model, the intellect inspects entities modelled on retinal images', claims Rorty 
(1989), 'it is representations which are in the 'mind" (45). 

Rejecting Aristotelian forms and species, Descartes introduces an idea as the intermediary entity of 
representation. The idea as a sense-data, phantasm, and not just the object, or its formal identity, enters the 
sense. He distinguishes between the physical world and ideas in that the matter possess only geometrical 
properties. 

As Chris Jenks notes, his 'cogito centered understanding on an independent, located, and subjective mind - a 
finite capacity and disposition - waiting to be unified with Locke's conception of active 'mentalism', or what we 
might describe as the practices by which we come to know. The powerful combination, that is, this now 'active 
mind', was latterly situated by Kantian philosophy within a total and unified cosmos which was both organized 
through and knowable in terms of pure reason itself' (1993: 3). Actually, Cartesian and Lockean paradigms of 
perception have appreciatively influenced Jay (1996) in his conceptualisation of the 'dominant scopic regime' 
of modernity. As he notes, 

Descartes may not only be responsible for providing a philosophical justification for the modern 
epistemological habit of "seeing" ideas in the mind, but may also have been the founder of the speculative 
tradition of identitarian reflexivity, in which the subject is certain only of its mirror image. In addition, he 
is also often seen in legitimating a mode of scientific investigation through visual observation of evidence 
(from the Latin videre) ... (1993: 70) 

John Locke is considered one of the precursors of the opposite scientific method - the empiricism. In An essay 
concerning human understanding he claimed that all knowledge comes from experience through the senses, 
so that our limited understanding of the world must be supported by the faith. His essay was an attempt to 
show what can and what cannot be known, so as to guide human conduct. 

The empiricist method grounded ideas on the perceptual experience of materiality. Later on positivism took the 
baton and accomplished the task. It reduced the world (matter in motion) to the perceivable properties (line, 
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color, shape, mass). The observable, measurable fact became the only evidence of processes in the world. 
Auguste Comte in his Law of Three Stages described the shift as a conversion from a knowledge of the great 
'divine' generality to understanding of specificity of the law-governed material world. 

The 'transactional ' approach of Frederik Barth {1970) in his Ethnic groups and boundaries: the social organization 
of culture difference, is the contemporary representation of the empiricist viewpoint in social anthropology. 
According to Edmund Leach (1976), the empiricist position has developed from the functionalist tradition 
established by Malinovski and Raymond Firth, which is 'in turn is quite close to the structural - functionalism of 
Radcliffe-Brown, Fortes and Gluckman and their many intellectual descendants'. 

Empiricists assume, that the basic task of the anthropologist in the field is to record directly-observed, 
face-to-face behaviours of members of a local community interacting with one another in their day-to
day activities. 

The localized field of human activity is then analysed as one in which social persons, acting out the 
customary conventions associated with their particular roles and statuses, engage in economic 
transactions. (4) 

These economic transactions are associated with our understanding of the system of political, legal and religious 
institutions within which the community operates. 

Empiricist anthropologists steer clear of argument about 'the structure of ideas current within a society' 
which most of them would consider to be a second order, unobservable, abstraction invented by 
theoreticians. (ibid.) 

The contrasted rationalist standpoint Leach attributes to the work of Levi-Strauss and the later writings of 
Evans-Pritchard. However, he claims that 

the rationalism in question is not that of Descartes, who believed that by following the rigorous procedures 
of logical argument we can develop in the mind a 'true' model of universe ... but something closer to the 
'new science' of Giambattista Vico, the Italian philosopher, which recognised that the imaginative 
operations of human minds are 'poetic' and are not trammelled by fixed, easily specified rules of Aristotelian 
and mathematical logic. (5) 

Leach continues that Levi-Straussian rationalists 'call themselves 'strucuralists', but structure here refers to the 
structure of ideas rather than the structure of society'. And, 

for those who adopt this approach, the directly observed interactions between individuals, which the 
functionalist empiricist perceives as economic transactions, are reinterpreted as acts of communication. 
(ibid.) 

Concluding his summary of the empiricist and rationalist approaches, Leach insists that they are to be regarded 
as complementary rather than right or wrong. He asserts that his own work includes specimens of both types. 

The empiricist and rationalist approaches in cultural studies can be ascribed to the research question. Moreover, 
in his Three images of visual, John A. Smith {1995) distinguishes yet three standpoints: empirical, formal and 
normative. In the first part of the essay, Vision and empiricism, he claims that the figure of empiricist cannot refer 
simply to a school of analysis, but rather to 'a fundamental resource that genuinely and persistently presents 
itself out both verbal and visual culture and which assembles a notion of the visual': 
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.The empirical - because of its continuing, hugely ambitious and progressive desire to set correctives 
upon a vast, sedimented and normative predominance of the religious, ideological and mythic imagination 
- begins with a conception of specific individual consciousness, its emotions, and (especially) its 
interpretative faculties, cast into an 'acquired' but nevertheless fundamental estrangement from Being. 
(243) 

Therein the sketch of the empirical approach is supported by Zola's misunderstanding of Manet's Olympia". 
Smith claims that the emphasis on particularity - the physical substance of painting in Manet's re-visions of 
pictorial possibility - is 

a direct and parallel consequence of the imagery of the visual that throughout the modern period, 
places representation at the service and jurisdiction of contingent presence ... In painting the subordination 
of representation to presence inevitably and eventually deconstructs the active agency of vision ... into 
the making of a visible object which is at once both itself present and an icon of a shared concept of 
presence. In each case vision, the active, interpretative, intersubjective agency of seeing is displaced, 
made distant, metaphorically excluded from the domain of will. (244) 

In the subsequent course of modernist art history the visible object is then identified ' in the name of rhetoric 
whose central metaphor is the exalted neutrality of independent sight that 'corresponds to the form of reality'. 
In other words, the consequence of vision's formal exaltation is the redundancy of its concrete traditional 
forms' (244-245). 

Smith attributes the formalist approach to phenomenology which tactically returns the generalised formal image 
of the visual 'from virtual identity with Being to estrangement; the proposed common form of the visual with the 
real reduced to the ... single, analytically fixed, concretely finite, wholly arbitrary 'point of view" (247). Opposed 
to the empirical secularity, 

it is the presumed universality of the 'progressive' phenomenological viewpoint - the erasure of the 
'naive' distinction between the presence and representation - that in promising the liberality of many 
possible versions against the 'repressive-naive' orthodoxy of science, (inadequately?) constructs a 
hierarchy, a politics of the cultures of representation, dominated by its own theoretic position, precisely 
because of its apparent universality ... Hence the claim of formalism as the active ignorance of any 
project, desire or interest grounded in the apparent visible. (248-249) 

However, it is not the conceptual structure of critical phenomenology that cements its narrow 
deconstructiveness but rather its concrete academism: it lacks the daring to risk a possible infatuation 
with representation - the kind of affection that could sometimes close off the infinitely, tediously applicable, 
'could have been otherwise'. In short, critical phenomenology has sacrificed its analytic openness for 
concrete, political insularity. (253) 

Discussing the normative approach, Smith returns to the Manet's case, 'Manet was not mistaken: the degeneration 
of Academie was clear.' But, 'To whom? To Academicians, to the vast array of critics hostile to Manet? The short 

** 'I also saw Olympia again, she who has the serious fault of closely resembling young ladies of your acquaintance. 
There, isn't that so? What a strange madness not to paint like the others! If, at least, Manet had borrowed a Cabanel's 
powder-puff and powdered Olympia's hands and face a bit, the young lady would have been presentable' (Zola, in 
Smith 1995). Actually, this, as well as many of other French paintings of the late nineteenth century, was in an 'antagonistic 
relationship with the moral and aesthetic idealisations of the Academie' (242). 
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answer is, 'to us': to the normative conditions of art's subsequent theory, criticism and practices'(257). 

What kind of expertise, then, does Monet propose for painting? First, a critical displacement of presumed 
expertise of the Academie. Second, a kind of obsessive attention to the visual manifestations of modernity, 
which can only begin to appear (in Zola's terms) 'literal' after the redirection of visual attention to the 
prostitute, the bar, the street. are these pictures, their 'competence' no more, then, than a kind of argument 
for redirecting once gaze .. . from the Academie's 'universal' to the particularities of a concrete social life? 
If so, then the argument is not slight, not unimportant; and the visual form in which it is made is crucial: 
a normative space in which the relationship between the faculty of vision and the ancient medium of 
painting allows a kind of fiercely maintained, interrogative attention to the activity of seeing. (ibid.) 

Smith admits that this 'competence' is perhaps only fully open to practitioners in the visual arts or 'to those who 
invest an extraordinary amount of time and effort in looking at paintings', and this is for him the normative 

'essential' of painting. 

It represents a social space, informed by rich and insightful history, in which the artist-viewer is entirely 
given over to a gathering and questioning of the visual, through the astonishing plasticity and evocations 
of the medium. This truly is the social space in which vision in relation to painting discards its instrumental 

functions and assumes exalted dimensions. (257-258) 

* 

The scientific progress had considerable impact upon philosophy. From the Enlightenment to the nineteenth 
century science had been exporting its methods of observation to the social sciences and culture. The Debray's 
graphosphera, or the era of art, spans from the birth of printing press through the invention of photography to 

that of color television and video. 

As images of camera obscura had been recorded by virtue of photography, they showed the power of science 
to transform the matter into representation. In his Photography and modern vision: the spectacle of 'natural 
magic', Don Slater (1995) claims, that photography 'was widely understood as the modernisation by science of 
its own privileged vision' (221 ): 

Oliver Wendell Holmes's stunning description of the daguerreotype, in 1859, as a 'mirror with a memory' 

conjures up not only fidelity of mimesis but an existential relation: the very existence of the photograph 
depends on the real existence of the object photographed, depends on an event in what might now be 
called 'real time' - something must be passed before the lens. It is this feature which sets the photography 
off on its dialectic of presence and absence: its cultural ability to bear witness to people and events, to 

record or conjure up the death, the past, the ruined. It is also the feature which compels belief through 
the presumption of a unique and privileged relation between sign and referent. (222) 

Evidence and meaning I Works of art outlast their creators and before every new generation of viewers they 
appear differently. In the course of time the ideas embedded in them can become a part of another culture or 
they themselves can be found in the inventories of the museums' storehouses. Some of them are enduring 
real, quite physical changes. Thus, we witness a continuous fading of many of the paintings of Leonardo da 

Vinci, because of his passion for experiments with pigments. Not only pictures, in time even poems can transform 
their meaning, as languages constantly change. And so does the viewer. 

Well, here we are standing before the work of art, whether as a connoisseur or naive beholder, 'far away' from 
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its creator. How do we enter into its meaning? What do we take as evidence? 

Panofski remarks that 

In a work of art, 'form' cannot be divorced from 'content' : the distribution of color and lines, light and 
shade, volume and planes, however delightful as a visual spectacle, must also be understood as 
carrying a more-than-visual meaning ... As long as we limit ourselves to stating that Leonardo da 
Vinci's famous fresco shows a group of thirteen men around a dinner table, and this group of men 
represents the Last Supper, we deal with the work of art as such, and we interpret its compositional 
and iconographical features as its own properties and qualifications. But when we try to understand it 
as a document of Leonardo's personality, or of the civilization of the Italian High Renaissance, or of a 
peculiar religious attitude, we deal with the work of art as a symptom of something else which expresses 
itself in a countless variety of other symptoms ... These 'symbolical' values are often unknown to the 
artist himself and may even emphatically differ from what he consciously intended to express. (205, 
56-57) 

He proposes iconography as a branch of the art history, that concerns itself with the significance attached to 
the symbols that identify the subject matter of works of art as opposed to their form. But, witnessing a 
symptom, we may attempt to use any method, historical, psychological, or critical, in our interpretation of 
meaning and the place of the work of art in its historical context. And if our approach refers to our premise of 
culture as a form of meditation which evinces that, from a prehistoric cave painting to the recent gutter press 
photograph, then we can definitely state that images are not just records of perception or copies of the world. 
They are socially determined signs. Hrachiah Kadjoyan 
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